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Story Summary
Between her father’s posting overseas and her best friend
Sienna’s move to the other side of the country, seventh grade is
looking lonely for Jane MacDonald. But Sienna has left her with
one last trick: a hidden message in a library book—the perfect
plot to start a secret club and find Jane a new book-loving friend.
Tyson Flamand has problems of his own. Since the fourth grade
he’s had a reputation as a bad kid, and there’s no point fighting
it when teachers always think the worst. So, when he finds an
anonymous note in the library looking for a nerdy new friend,
he knows he’s the last person in the world it could be meant for.
But something makes him answer it anyway, and Tyson finds himself pulled into a secret
book club where being hidden may be the first step to being truly seen.
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Book Clubss
This guide has been developed for use in classroom book clubs/literature circles. Book clubs support and develop the
love of reading as well as help students build comprehension and support the development of collaborative learning
and critical thinking.
In book clubs, students:
• meet in small groups (4–8) to discuss a book they are reading
• take turns assuming a leadership role within the group
• meet regularly and set the pace for their reading
• take ownership for their learning by:
– selecting the book they will read (usually from a predetermined list provided by the teacher)
– determine the pace of the reading
– prepare for and run their discussions
Prior to beginning with book clubs, teachers:
• take time to develop and nurture whole-class discussions about books while modeling the skills and behaviors
needed to collaborate and work together as a book club
• provide guidance, modeling, and support
• become familiar with all texts prior to making them available to students
During book club discussions, teachers:
• develop a schedule for book clubs ensuring they provide time for reading and discussion
• provide mini-lessons for any needs that may arise
• monitor through observation and conferring as well as supporting student self-assessment
Key elements:
• Groups meet on a regular basis, with time provided in class to read and discuss their book
• Students use a “reader’s notebook” to write notes, comments, insights, and questions while they read
• Students bring their reader’s notebook to each meeting to support their discussion
• Discussion topics may emerge from the students as they read; however, the teacher provides discussion topics
and provocations to help students engage in rich discussions (suggestions are provided in this guide)
• Group meetings are collaborative, with each group developing a set of norms for their group
• The teacher serves as facilitator
• Assessment is grounded in teacher observation, student conversations, and student self-assessment
• Book clubs promote a love of reading
Thinking about Assessment…
This Discussion Guide offers a range of prompts, tasks, and provocations to support Book Club discussions. While
using this guide in the classroom, teachers have a number of opportunities to use observation, conversation, and
products to assess student thinking and learning. The tasks and prompts offered in this guide are designed to support
discussion, sharing, and student thinking while providing an opportunity for students to demonstrate comprehension,
extension of thinking, and critical literacy. Assessment can include self-assessment, peer assessment, conversations
with students through teacher/student conferences, group discussions, and products created by the students.
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For the teacher and student to have a clear, common understanding of the expectations and criteria to achieve
success while reading the novels, educators develop learning goals based on curriculum expectations and share them
with the students in language they can understand. Then together, the educator and students co-create criteria to
make the path to success visible and clear.
These success criteria are posted in the classroom, are visible to all students, and may be revised and edited based on
the learning and understanding of the students.
As the Book Club meetings are collaborative and begin with the groups developing a set of norms for their group,
it is suggested that all groups open each meeting with a reflection of the previous discussion. These reflections can
highlight what went well during the discussions, what needs to improve in these discussions, and considerations for
the current discussion.
Discussion Guide:
This discussion guide will offer a variety of tasks, discussion prompts, and questions to provoke thinking and deepen
comprehension before, during, and after the reading of the novel. These are suggestions only and it is certainly not
necessary to complete the entire list of suggested activities/questions. Educators are encouraged to make choices
based on the strengths, needs, and interests of the students.

Highlighted Curriculum Expectations
Ontario Ministry of Education Language Arts Curriculum K–8

Oral Communication
1.2 Active listening strategies
1.3 Comprehension strategies
2.4 Demonstrating Understanding
1.5 Making Inferences/Interpreting Texts
1.6 Extending Understanding
Reading for Meaning
1.4 Demonstrating Understanding
1.5 Making Inferences/Interpreting Texts
1.6 Extending Understanding
1.7 Analyzing Texts
1.8 Responding to and Evaluating Texts

Reading: Understanding Form and Style
2.1 Text Forms
2.3 Text Features
2.4 Elements of Style
Reading with Fluency
3.1 Reading Familiar Words
3.2 Reading Unfamiliar Words
Reading: Reflecting on Reading Skills and
Strategies
4.2 Interconnected Skills
Media Literacy
3.1 Creating Media Texts
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Pre-Reading Suggestions:
The purpose of these tasks is to develop knowledge
and understanding as well as to prompt conversation
and discussion about the topics mentioned
throughout this novel. The reader will become
engaged as they read, comprehend the issues
presented, and develop a sense of empathy for the
characters.

1. This text focuses on several “big ideas”. These include
courage, relationships, and change.
As a group, discuss the meanings of these three
words.
In partners, create mind maps of the big ideas.
The mind maps will include words and pictures to
describe each of the big ideas, as well as examples of
people and events in your life when these big ideas
were evident.
Record your thinking in your reader’s notebook and
then share with your group.
2. In your reader’s notebook, write about a time when
you experienced change. Explain why you think it
was difficult to deal with this change in your life.
3. Think about a person with whom you have developed
a good relationship. Give reasons why you think this
relationship has become a positive experience in your
life. Make a list in your reader’s notebook.
• Share this with a partner and compare the reasons
you both have listed.
• Go back to your original list and add new ideas.
4. Reading a book can be for an opportunity to relax,
travel to other places, learn new information, and
provide comfort when needed. With the large group,
share titles of books you have read and the reasons
why you enjoyed them.
Create a class list of these titles.
5. As a group, discuss the meaning of the expression,
don’t judge a book by its cover.
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During Reading

Chapters 1–9
1. In your reader’s notebook, create a list of changes
taking place in Jane’s life.
2. a) What type of reputation do you think Tyson holds
in school and with his family? Share your thinking with
the larger group.
b) What are you learning about Tyson?
3. The reader is being introduced to a few relationships
in this story. Make a chart of the various
relationships. Include adjectives to describe them,
leaving space to add more adjectives as you read.
4. In chapter 6 the reader is left with a question: What
was Tyson going to do without the Mutant-Z video
game?
• In your reader’s notebook, predict what will happen
to Tyson after his mother takes away his video game.
• Have you (or someone you have known) experienced
this feeling about a video game? Share this connection
in your reader’s notebook.
5. In chapter 7, Jane describes a writing exercise,
Other Words for Me, done in her class. Reread the
explanation of this exercise on pp. 31–33.
Choose a word that would describe how you are
feeling for this month. In your reader’s notebook,
explain why you chose that word. Share this with the
group.
6. How does Jane figure out the clue left by Sienna?
7. Why do you think Tyson is causing so much trouble
with Connor? Explain your thinking.
8. At the end of chapter 9, Tyson discovers something
about Jane. Explain his discovery. How do you think
this will impact the rest of the story?
Review this answer at the end of the text.
9. The reader gets a better understanding of how Jane
and Sienna became friends as well as the depth of
their friendship. Add your understanding to the
relationships chart in your reader’s notebook.
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10. Describe how Sienna is trying to make her move to
another city easier for Jane, her best friend.

• Record this list in your reader’s notebook.

• Do you think her plan will work? Share your thinking
with a partner.

• Share this list with the large group.

2. If you could recommend a good book for someone to
read, what would it be? Why would you recommend
this title? Add this title to the class list.

4.
5.

6.

verbs describing how Jane must be feeling about her
dad being away.

• Do you like her idea? Why or why not?

Chapters 10–18
1. Tyson decides to reply to the note left in the book,
Liar & Spy. Do you think this was a good idea? Why
or why not?

3.
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11. Do you agree with Tyson’s mom for choosing to wait
to return his Xbox? Why or why not?
Chapters 19–23
1. Jane openly admits her reason for promoting the Kid
Lit Quiz competition now that Sienna has moved. Do
you think her plan will work? Explain your thinking.

2. Jane inspired Tyson to think about how book titles
hold deeper meanings. How does Tyson connect the
book title Holes to his own life?
As a large group, continue to discuss whether Sienna’s
idea of starting the “Undercover Book List” was a
3. a) After reading this quote from the text, what are
good idea. How do you think this is helping Jane?
you learning about Tyson?
“He gave her a one-shoulder shrug, which he hoped
With a partner, discuss the reputation Tyson has in
came
off as cool and nonchalant. He’d seen Max do
his family.
the same thing when someone asked him how his last
Chapter 13 introduces the reader to the Kid Lit
game went.” (p.92).
Quiz competition. Describe the importance of this
competition to Jane, and to other students at Forest
b) Tyson takes the reading response assignment from
Hill School.
Mr. Lee’s class and hangs it on the fridge in his home.
What does this action tell you about Tyson? Explain
Research the real-world international Kids Lit Quiz
your thinking using examples from the text.
competition by using the following websites:
kidslitquiz.com/ca
kidslitquiz.com/usa.php

• In a small group, share your findings.
7. Describe how Tyson has changed because of this
“Undercover Book List”. Do you think this change is
for the better? Why or why not?
8. A new relationship is forming between Tyson and
Minju. Add this to your chart and use adjectives to
describe this new relationship.
9. When does Tyson realize that Jane is taking the
Undercover Book List seriously? Do you think this
changes Tyson’s perspective on this situation? Explain
your thinking.
10. Jane and Katie receive their weekly phone call from
their dad, who is overseas for his job. Make a list of
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• Share your thinking with a partner. Compare your
opinions.

4. In chapter 21, Jane shares her reasons for her sadness
with her mom. Continue to add adjectives to the
chart in your reader’s notebook as characters’
relationships are being developed in this text.
5. In chapter 22, Tyson creates a short list of things that
he finds stressful.
• Think about the things that cause you stress. Write
this list in your reader’s notebook.
• Compare and contrast your list to Tyson’s.
• Brainstorm a list of strategies that may help you deal
with your stressors.
• Discuss this list with the larger group
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6. How does Tyson surprise others in chapter 23? Why
do you think there is a big change to his behavior and
reputation? Explain your thinking to the group.
7. What is Tyson revealing about himself through his
notes to Jane?
8. Do you think Sienna’s interpretation of Tyson being
lonely is correct? Why or why not?
9. Sienna suggests that Jane invite Y to be on the Kid Lit
Quiz team. Do you think this is a good idea? Why or
why not? Do you think Y will accept the invitation?
Chapters 24–32
1. What does Minju do to make the reader question her
reasons for wanting to be friends with Tyson?
2. How does Ava help Tyson in dealing with Minju?
3. Tyson stops his friends, Andrew and Affan, from
destroying Jane’s Kid Lit Quiz posters. How does Jane
defend Tyson?
4. Tyson is worried about what his friends will think if
he joins the Kid Lit Quiz competition.
• Describe a time when you were worried about what
someone else thought.
• How did you solve that situation? Write about this
time in your reader’s notebook.
5. What does Tyson decide to do about the Kid Lit
Quiz competition? How does Jane show her trust and
faith in Tyson?
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• How has reading helped Tyson deal with these
feelings?
Chapters 33–39
1. Stefan expresses his concern to Jane about Tyson
being on the Kid Lit Quiz team. Do you agree with
his reasons and concern? Why or why not?
2. Do you think Tyson deserves a chance to show his
“new” self? Explain your thinking and reasons to a
partner.
3. How do Jane and Minju demonstrate their friendship
and trust in Tyson? Give examples from the text to
support your thinking.
4. Review the chart of relationships created. Include
other adjectives to your list to describe the
developing relationships in this text.
5. How does Tyson’s reputation at the school get
questioned?
• How does Tyson’s reaction make the other members
on the Kid Lit Quiz team feel?
• Why do you think Tyson reacted this way? Explain
your thinking with the large group.
6. There are times when people change their behavior
to fit in with a social group. Describe the situation
Sienna got herself into by trying to fit in at her new
school.
How does Jane try to help Sienna?

6. What does the first Kid Lit Quiz team practice prove
to Tyson? Share your thinking in the large group.

7. Tyson decides to listen to his sister, Ava, and asks X
to meet. Do you agree with this plan? Why or why
not?

7. Describe how the other characters in the story
react to Tyson showing up for the Kid Lit Quiz team
practice.

8. Make a prediction as to how Jane will react when she
meets the person behind Y. Write this prediction in
your reader’s notebook.

8. On pp. 149–150, Tyson explains how he feels and the
reasons why he enjoys playing video games.

Chapters 40–49
1. How would you describe Andrew and Affan’s
behavior toward Connor?

• With a partner, reread these pages and discuss your
interpretation of his explanation.
• Share a time or event when you may have had a
similar experience.
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2. What do you think Tyson should do about this new
stunt his friends are scheming toward Connor? How
does Tyson show courage?
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3. How do you think Tyson feels when he compares his
actions to those of the characters Zero and Stanley in
the book Holes?
• Explain what you think Tyson meant when he says,
“people started to see them for who they really
were.” Share your thinking with the large group.
4. How does reading provide comfort to Jane when she
is visiting her grandfather in the hospital?
5. After hearing about Jane’s grandfather’s stroke, how
does Tyson demonstrate his friendship to Jane?
6. How do Jane’s parents surprise her? Use adjectives to
describe her reaction.
7. Turning over a new leaf
With a partner, discuss: the meaning of this
expression.
• How does this expression apply to a character in this
text?
• Give examples from the text to demonstrate your
thinking.
8. Why do you think Mrs. Chin was surprised to hear
Tyson’s story?
• Make a list of the words and phrases from chapter 46
that give evidence her surprise.
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12. What good news did Jane receive in chapter 49? How
do think this news will impact the rest of the story?
Chapters 50–57
1. What events were instrumental in making the Forest
Hill Kid Lit Quiz team a reality?
2. On p. 237 Tyson says, “so this is what it feels like”.
• What do you think Tyson meant by this statement?
Explain your thinking to a partner.
3. During the Kid Lit Quiz competition, the reader is
informed of the various nerves and excitement felt by
competitors from different schools.
• Describe a time when you may have experienced
similar feelings.
4. Describe the change in Tyson throughout this text.
How did his reputation change in his family? And in
his school?
• Give examples from the text to support your
thinking.
• How does the expression you can’t judge a book
by its cover apply to Tyson?
• What do you think it takes for someone to make
those type of changes in their lives? Explain your
thinking with a partner.

9. Compare your prediction of how Jane would react
when finding out who Y was, to her actual reaction
from the text.

5. Which word do you think Tyson should choose for
the “Other Words for Me” bulletin board? Explain
your reasons for choosing this word.

10. There are many changes in Jane’s grandfathers’ health.

6. Make a list of the changes that took place in chapter
57. Compare this list to the one you created at the
start of this text.

• How does Jane cope with this stressful situation?
• Who are the people she leans on to help her to
cope?
11. You miss 100% of the shots you don’t take. In your
reader’s notebook explain:

7. Y’s last note to X ends with, “thanks for seeing me
for who I am.” Why was this important for Y?

• How does this expression apply to the Kid Lit Quiz
team?

Post-Reading Tasks
1. Create a book trailer to encourage others to read
this text. Select appropriate images, text, and music
to create an effective trailer to promote the book.

• How does this expression apply to a situation in your
life?

2. This text focuses on several “big ideas”. These include
courage, relationships, and change.

• What does this expression mean to you?
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• Review your brainstorm mind map from the prereading task and add new ideas using a different color.
• What would you identify as the “big idea” in this text?
Record your thinking in your reader’s notebook.
• Share your thinking with the large group.
3. Review the list of adjectives you have recorded from
the relationship chart in your reader’s notebook.
Compare your list with a partner.
4. Name and describe a relationship that is very
important to you. Use a visual representation of your
choice to share:
• What you like about this person;
• How you demonstrate your love for this person;
• Ways this person shows their kindness and love for
you;
• Adjectives you would use to describe this person.
5. Review the Undercover Book List at the end of this
text. Research a title from this list to add to the class
list.
6. How do you think the short chapter style of the
book supported your reading of this text? Why do
you think the author chose to organize the text this
way?

This guide was created with
support from Ontario Creates
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